
GE 1.3 CACULUS (except mathematics
FULL MARKS:80

Eight questions will be set out of which candidates are required to answer/our questions.

euestion number 1 is compulsory consists of ten short answer type questions each of two marks

covering entire syllabus uniformly

UNIT I
Limit and Continuity (e and 6 definition),'fypes of discontinuities, Differentiability of functions,

Successive differentiation, Leibnitz's theorem, Partial differentiation, Euler's theorem on

homogeneous functions. 
(2 questions)

UNIT II
Tangents and normals, Curvature, Asymptotes, Singular points, Tracing of curves. Parametric

reprlsentation of curves and tracing of parametric curves, Polar coordinates and tracing of curves

in polar coordinates 
(2 questions)

(2 questions)

Vector differentiation, curl, divergence and gradient.

(1 question)

TIME:3 hours

Books Recommended

1. G.B. Thomas and R.L. Finney, Calculus, gth Ed', Pearson Education, Delhi, 2005'

2. M.J. Strauss, G.L. Bradley una f. J. Smith, Calculus,3rd Ed., Dorling Kindersley (lndia) P

Ltd. (Pearson Education). Delhi. 2007.

3. H. Anton, I. Bivens and S. Davis, Calculus, Tth Ed., John Wiley and Sons (Asia) P. Ltd.,

Singapore, 2002.
4. R. Courant and F. John, Introduction to Calculus and Analsls (Volumes I & II), Springer-

Verlag, New York, Inc., 1989.
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GE2.3 Differential equations (except mathematics )
FULL MARKS:80 TIME:3 hours

Eight questions will be set out of which candidates are required to answer/our questions.

euestion number 1 is compulsory consists of ten short answer type questions each of two marks

covering entire syllabus uniformly

UNIT I
First order exact {ifferential equations. Integrating factors, rules to find an integrating factor'

First or{er higher degree equations solvable for x, y, p. Methods for solving higher-order

differential equations. Basic theory of linear differential equations, Wronskian, and its properties.

Solving a differential eqr"ration by reducing its order.

(2 questions)

UNIT II
Linear homogenous equations r,vith constant coefficients, Linear non-homogenous equations,

The n-rethod of variation of parameters, The Cauchy-Euler equation, Sitnultaneous differential

equations, Total dilferential ecluatious'
(3 questions)

UNIT III
Orcler ancl degree of partial clifferential equations, Concept of linear and non-linear partial

diflereltial equationi, Formation of first order partial differential equations, Linear partial

differential equation of first order, Lagrange's method. Charpit's rnethod.

(2 questions)

Books Recommended
l. Shepley L. Ross, Diffirential Equations. 3rd Ed., .lohn wiley and Sons, 1984.

2. I. Sneddo n, Elemeniis of Partial Dilferential Equation.r, McGraw-Hill, International Edition.

1967.
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GE 3.3 Real analysis (except mathematics

FULL MARKS:80
TIME:3 hours

Eight questions will be set out of which candidates are required to answer/our questions'

Question number 1 is compulsory consists of ten short answer type questions each of two marks

covering entire syllabus uniformly

UNIT I

sequences. CauchY's

sequences and their

(2 questions)

(3 questions)

Finite and infinite sets, examples of countable and uncountable sets' Real line, bounded sets'

sllprema and infima, completeness propefiy of R' Archimedean property of R' intervals' Concept

of cluster points and statemer,t of Bolzano-weierstrass theorem.

(2 questions)

UNIT II
Real Sequence. Bounded sequence, Cauchy convergence criterion for

theorem on limits. order preservation and squeeze theorem. monotone

convergence (monotone convergence theorem without prool)'

UI{IT III
Infinite series. cauchy convergence criterion for series, positive term series, geometrtc serles'

comparison test, conierg"n"."of p-se,ries, Root test, Ratio test, alternating series, Leibnitz's test

(Tests of Converg.n". riithout pioof;. Definition and examples of absolute and conditional

convergence.

Books Recommended
1'T.M.Apostol.cot,ut,,(Vol.I),JohnWileyandSons(Asia)P.I,td.,2002.-.
2. R.G. Bartle and D. R Sherbert, Introclttctiott trt Real Analv'si's, John wiley and Sons (Asia) P

t.rd., 2000.
3. E,. Fische r,lntennediote Real Anolysis, springer verlag, 1983'

4. K.A. Ross, E/err 
"nto,r- 

A'olysis- ihe Theory"of Calculu's Series- Undergraduate Texts in

Matirematics. Springer Verlag. 2003'
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GE 4.3 Algebra (except ma hons.)

FULL MARKS: 80 TIME:3 hours

Eight questions will be set out of which candidates are required to answer/our questions.

Question number 1 is compulsory consists of ten short answer type questions each of two marks

covering entire syllabus uniformly
UNIT I

Deflnition and examples of groups. examples of abelian and non-abelian groups, the group Znof
integers under addition modulo n and the group U(n) of units under multiplication modulo n.

Cyclic groups fiom number systems, complex roots of unity, circle group, the general linear
group GI-" (n,R).

(2 questions)

UNIT II
Subgroups. cyclic subgroups. the concept ofa subgroup generated by a subset and the
commutator subgroup o{'group, examples of subgroups including the center o{'a group. Cosets.
Index of subgroup. Lagrange's theorem, order of an element, Normal subgroups: their definition.
examples, and characterizations. Quotient groups.

(3 questions)
UNIT III
Dehnition and examples of rings. examples of commutative and non-commutative rings: rings
fiom number systerns, Znthe ring of integers modulo n, ring of real quaternions, rings of
matrices. polynomial rings, and rings of continuous functions. Subrings and ideals, lntegral
domains and fields, examples of fields: Zp, Q, R. and C.

. (2 questions)

Books Recommended
1. John B. Fraleigh, A First Course in Abstract Algebra, Tth Ed., Pearson, 2002.
2. M. Artin, Abstract Algebra,2nd Ed., Pearson, 2011.
3. Joseph A Callian, Conlemporarry Abstract Algebra,4tn Ed., Narosa, I 999.

4. Ceorge E Andrer,vs, Number Theory, Hindustan Publishing Corporation. 1984.
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